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Abstract: This paper describes building lifecycle modeling process in general. The basic stages of building lifecycle and its connections are pointed and building representation models at each lifecycle stages are described. Correspondingly, we suggest distinguishing the information types of the representation models. Furthermore, the list of common problems to solve during the building lifecycle modeling is presented. In addition, we have provided the analysis of current state-of-the-art solutions for the building lifecycle modeling for the sake of extraction typical information types are used by different tools. As a result we suggest a hierarchical decomposition of computer aided tools which are used for the building lifecycle modeling.
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1. Introduction

The problem of the building lifecycle modeling automation is still an actual. Nowadays there are lots of different solutions in this field, but all of them do not provide exhaustive solution of the problem.

Today, the generation and management of digital representation of buildings called Building Information Modeling (BIM). In fact BIM is the subtype of the Project Lifecycle Management (PLM) in construction. The BIM term includes processes which arise during planning, designing, constructing, operating and maintaining diverse physical infrastructures [3]. In addition, the BIM term includes software solutions used for building lifecycle automation (Fig.1).

First of all, we need to prepare the list of common problems, after that we will distinguish basic building lifecycle stages, then we will describe digital representation models of the building at these stages and after that we will suggest decomposition of information types for each of the digital models.

2. Previous Work

There are several works related to building lifecycle modeling in general.

The works [1, 2] are related to Computer Aided Design (CAD) and are considered as predecessors of the BIM term.

The paper [5] presents a building model conception which describes basic stages of the building lifecycle and their common parts.

The paper [6] considers possible data structure architecture for storing the digital information about the building representation model at each stage of its lifecycle.

The article [9] is dedicated to problem of PLM in construction and describes main stages of the building lifecycle, corresponding tools and executors for each stage.

3. The Problem List

Before we start describing the building lifecycle and it stages we need to prepare the problem list we have to solve. The common problems to solve are the following:

- Building lifecycle stages researching;
- Researching digital model representation of the building at each stage;
- Analysis and classification of the contemporary tools of the building lifecycle modeling automation;
- Creation of a conceptual model for a data structure at each stage of the building lifecycle;
- Researching of common methods for a data structure optimization for the sake of effective data usage during the building modeling.

Figure 1: Building Information Modeling (BIM)

The common problem in BIM today is integration between different stages of the building lifecycle. To handle this problem we need to create digital representation model of the building at each stages of the lifecycle and to develop standards for data transferring between different software solutions. Meanwhile, the market giants such as Autodesk and Nemetschek are making their own environments which include automation tools for each stages of the building lifecycle. Which way is better currently is unknown. But in this work we want focused at the building lifecycle stages and their digital models.
The main problem list is created, thus we can start main research.

4. Building Lifecycle

We suggest stepping away from classical BIM decomposition and aggregate it stages to six: concept, sketch, design, construction, maintenance and demolition (Fig. 2).

As you can see the most problems arise between design and construction stages. It is very often situation when during construction stage the design documentation is changing. That is why we need to have tools for total automation of the building lifecycle. But for the creation of such kind tools we need to understand which types of building lifecycle stages are used different types of CAx tools and each tool has specified a digital representation model of a building.

After analyzing different CAx tools we have distinguished the next types of the digital representation models (Fig. 4).


For different building lifecycle stages are used different types of the CAx tools and each tool has specified a digital representation model of a building.

After analyzing different CAx tools we have distinguished the next types of the digital representation models (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Types of the building digital representation models

Here $M_{3D}$ is the common 3D model, $M_{3Da}$ – architectural 3D model, $M_{3Dc}$ – structural 3D model, $M_{2D}$ – common 2D model, $M_Q$ – quantity and financial model, $M_T$ – topological model, $M_{4D}$ – 3D model with time parameter, $M_{Qt}$ – quantity and financial model with time parameter, $M_{5D}$ – 3D model with time, quantity and the financial information.

The general building digital representation model is a union of the specified models:

$$M_B = M_{2D} \cup M_{4D} \cup M_T \cup M_{Qt}.$$  

Now we can specify types of information are used by the general building digital representation model.

The $M_{3D}$ model firstly consists of geometric information ($I_G$). It is information about spatial location of the building elements, its shape and dimensions:

$$I_G = \sum_k Q_k(X,Y,Z,W)\cdot S_k \left( \sum_i G_{k,i} \left( \sum_j \left( x_j, y_j, z_j, w_j \right) \right) \right),$$

Here $Q_k$ – base point of the building element in homogeneous ($W=1$) or Euclidian ($W=1$) coordinates; $S_k$ – geometric shape of $k^{th}$ element of 3D model; $G_{k,i}$ – set of geometric primitives for geometric shape of $k^{th}$ element of 3D model.

The next type of information is used by 3D model is topological information ($I_T$). This type of information describes different interconnections between building elements:
the common methods for structure at each stage of our future work is described digital representation models and its information. Furthermore, we have suggested building digital representation models for each stage of the building lifecycle and construction.

All others the digital representation models of the building used different unions of described information types. And for the sake of possible extension of the building representation model we suggest add one more information type – meta-information.

Developers of the CAX tools should take into consideration described digital representation models and its information types for creating effective software for the building lifecycle modeling.

5. Conclusions

This work describes the basics of the building lifecycle modeling. We have considered stages of the building lifecycle and its interconnections. The most valuable stages are design and construction.

Furthermore, we have suggested the building digital representation models for each stage of the building lifecycle and have described information types are used by these models.

Our future work is to create conceptual model for the data structure at each stage of the building lifecycle and to research the common methods for the data structure optimization for the sake of effective data usage during the building modeling.
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